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Greetings and Welcome to our Fifth and Finest Issue! This issue is an offering of the purest form of Graphic Fantasy, an inevitable progression from past issues and an experiment in entertainment. A Passport to the Future, the Past, and even another Dimension. Science Fiction, Sword and Sorcery, Comedy, Action and Adventure, all this and much more awaits you in the next pages. Need I say more? Enjoy!!!!!

This issue is dedicated to all the people who made it possible with special thanks to John Fuller

My Congratulations to Don Newton on his new endeavor "BARON WEIRWULF'S HAUNTED LIBRARY" (a Charlton Publication). Don's talents are unlimited, his style is flexible and adapts to any theme be it Science Fiction, Horror, Western, Super Hero, or just about anything. His talent is immeasurable as are his horizons.

My Congratulations also to John L. Byrne. His "ROG 2000" Feature (the backup in E-MAN Comics, another Charlton Publication) has caused a major sensation among comic book circles. And if by some slim chance you haven't made Roger's acquaintance yet (is that possible?), that's him beaming down at you from the top of the page, along with John's latest creation, GSB Mark I (now I wonder why he looks so familiar?). Because of technical problems GIDEON will not appear this issue. Ah, but don't slit your wrists yet, Chronicalite (Doesn't that have a familiar ring to it, True Believer?) because John has done his best to prove he is as multi-talented as ever. Lo and behold there is QWORPH!!!!!!

Highlights of this issue include DANTE, who comes to life in a dynamic adventure skillfully illustrated by Bill Baron. Chuck Dixon's "MYSTERY MAN" returns in a story that asks the question "What is important in Life, if not Life itself?" Sword and Sorcery comes into view with "A TALE OF THE ULPETIAN AGE" by J. Alan Tyler and Brent Anderson. "SAVRINA", another Chronicle First, conception and plot outline by yours truly with superb artwork by Brian Clifton. And last but not least, Stanley Sakai presents a look at a "Possible Tomorrow" in "THE MAN". Plus artwork by Anderson, Baron, Burcham, Byrne, Clifton, Day, Fuller, Pitts, Rice, Sakai and Wimbish.

CHRONICLE-VOLUME 1-NUMBER 5-May 25, 1975 is published periodically by WINDY CITY ENTERPRISES-Editorial Office at 5600 Milwaukee, Chicago, Ill. 60646. Subscription in U.S.A., Canada and all possessions $4.00 for 4 issues; Elsewhere $6.00 for 4 issues.

 Entire contents of this issue are © copyright 1975 by George S. Breo. All single illustrations in this issue are copyrighted by their respective publishers: National Periodical Publications Inc., Marvel Comics Group, Charlton Publications. "QWORPH" is © copyright 1975 John L. Byrne.
5:00 in London but not that ancient city on the Thames... but a new one... many light years from the British Isles...

On a planet called the New British Union.

Patrick Dodson heads home for the 'night'.

For Gold and Country C Dixon

Night on this planet is 3 months long but it is always dark due to the myriad factories and mines that scar an already ugly place. A crushing depression also lends its own hue to the gloomy atmosphere.

The British people are disgruntled and searching for answers. Some feel that the British people's Army is a way out.

For Books

Wanted:

Patrick Maguire
£25,000 Reward

Escape from the Police.
BUT PATRICK KNOWS ALL ABOUT THE BRITISH PEOPLES ARMY.

IT WASN'T TOO MANY NIGHTS AGO...

YOU OUGHTA JOIN US PAT.

HELP US WIPE OUT THE DISEASE OF A SOCIETY THAT MADE YOUR MARY SO TIRED SHE COULDN'T GO ON...

SO TIRED SHE DIED.

\[\text{WHAM}\]

OKAY BOYS THREE O' YA GIT THAT MONEY OUT UV THE BANK.

LOOK'S CLEAR RAYMOND.

AN ONE O' YA STAY OUT EREW ID ME.
WELL BE RICH IN A COOPLA' MINUTES

THANKS TO THE BPA

HEE HEE

O000H

CHRIST! IT'S THE MILITARY!

GET TH' BASTARDS

HERE'S ONE IN YOUR FACE CAPTAIN!
HAD YER HANDS FULL EH?

JUST A BOY JUST A B-

SHUT UP YOU SILLY ASS AN GET MOVING!

NO!

HE WAS JUST A BO- UGH!
MARY... WHERE ARE YER MARY? I CAN'T SEE YOU.

MARY... GOD MARY... MARY!
HOURS PASS...

WE SPLIT THE MONEY AND LEAVE THE UNION.
ME AN' DAVELL GO TOGETHER.

AWRIGHT RAY THEN WE MEET YOU ON LIMBO.
SIRENS WAIL HOARSELY.
WHIRLING MECHANICAL VOICES
DRONE ON. THE SOUNDS OF
DEATH SCREAM THROUGH THE
STREETS.
FIVE MEN ARE DEAD. THEIR
DREAMS, ASPIRATIONS, AND
SINS TURN TO MEAT. THIS IS
THE RESULT OF MAKING LOVE
WITH DEATH.

C.F. GEORGE
LET'S GET OUT BEFORE THAT THING BLOWS!

DON'T WORRY! I SET THE FUSE FOR 60 SECONDS!

ZEEP!
ZEEP!
ZEEP!
ZEEP!

UNNNH!
GOOD MORNING, 5036! THIS IS A CODE ALPHA SUMMONS! ACKNOWLEDGE AND REPORT AS SOON AS POSSIBLE!

CODE ALPHA! THE PRIME DIRECTOR!
SUMMONS ACKNOWLEDGED!

GARAGE! I HAVE MY SURFACE VEHICLE READY AT ONCE!!!

...BIZZIT! AT ONCE!

AW!

SORRY, LEP; BUT YOU MUST STAY HERE!
THERE HE IS!
PULL INTO THE GARAGE!

TRAFFIC DOESN'T LOOK BAD! I SHOULD BE AT C.I.N. H.Q. IN NO TIME!

... SOON, DANTEL ARRIVES AT THE CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE NETWORK'S MAIN HEADQUARTERS....

EXIT YOUR VEHICLE, 5036... PROCEED TO CHECK POINT ON FOOT!

STRANGE! I SENSE SOMETHING IS NOT RIGHT! AHHH! IT MUST BE ANXIETY ABOUT THE SUMMONS!

ROGER, BEnetwork!
HALT! STATE YOUR INTENTIONS!

I HAVE BEEN SUMMONED BY THE PRIME DIRECTOR!

STEP INTO THE SCAN AREA, PLEASE!

ANNOUNCE YOUR HISTORY, BIOLOGY AND PSYCHOLOGY TAPE NUMBERS!

HISTORY, 5036!

BIOLOGY, 5106!

POSITIVE SCAN! ADMIT! PRIORITY ONE!

PSYCHOLOGY, 8501!
YOU'RE CLEARED TO PASS! DO YOU KNOW YOUR WAY TO LEVEL 7!??

YES, THANK YOU!

...SOUNDS URGENT! I WONDER WHAT IT RATES THE PERSONAL ATTENTION OF THE PRIME DIRECTOR!??

I WONDER IF THE PRIME DIRECTOR REMEMBERS WHEN LAST WE MET!??
MY NAME IS DANTE!
I HAVE AN APPOINTMENT WITH THE PRIME DIRECTOR!

OH!

I... I'M VERY SORRY! I DID NOT MEAN TO FRIGHTEN YOU!

WHAT A LOVELY CREATURE!

YOU DID NOT FRIGHTEN ME, DANTE!... IT'S ONLY THAT I HAVE READ SO MUCH ABOUT YOU... IN THE FILES THAT IS, AND... AND...

SEND DANTE IN, DIXON!

WOW!

LUNCH, DIXON?

YES!

BLAST!

DANTE!

DANTE! IT IS INDEED A PLEASURE TO MEET YOU! WHEN I LAST SAW YOU IT WAS THRU RATHER BLURRY EYES! IT'S ALSO AN HONOR TO BE ABLE TO THANK YOU, PERSONALLY!

YOU MUST BE REFERRING TO OUR ALTERCATION WITH TANGENT!
I'm referring to my abduction and rescue, effected by you! I'm sure I could not have held up to their mind probes! If you hadn't rescued me, the central intelligence network would be defunct... totally inoperable! If this had happened the whole federation would be in jeopardy!

... and we're not out of the woods yet, Dante! The federation is in serious trouble!

Two months ago, an inbound supply ship received a distress signal in the general area of the Betelgeuse system. The captain zeroed in on the signal and picked up a lone survivor in a shuttle craft!

This survivor was unconscious... actually in a coma! The supply ship's medical officer kept him alive! When they arrived back here our medics got him into operable shape!

When he was strong enough to interrogate, we found he was a miner on Betelgeuse Three! The mining colony there, according to the survivor, had been invaded! Most of the colony was destroyed... only the technicians, support equipment and robots were left intact! We haven't been able to establish contact with Betelgeuse Three on subspace radio!

Something doesn't add up! Too much left to chance!

When was this interrogation completed? Have any of our patrol craft investigated? The mining colony on Betelgeuse Three doesn't account for enough output to effect our economy or defense system... who would want it, and why?
That's why I'm ringing you in on this thing! I feel it's a set-up to involve our attack fleet in an intergalactic 'incident'! Here's the clincher... the survivor committed suicide this morning!

I'm keeping all patrol craft out of that sector! I don't want them goaded into a confrontation!

It must be big if you had a suicide squad member used only as 'bait'!

I want you to do the infiltration and reconnaissance! You will also command a three cruiser attack fleet that will be waiting in the wings! I hope to hell you don't have to use them!

I'll have a shuttle on your roof port in one hour!

Great! Give Dixon my regrets!

You and Dixon will have to take a rain check on lunch! You'll have just enough time to pack!

I'm going to use this rear entrance! See you at the staging satellite!
Driving home, Dante formulates tentative plans, weapons use, back up equipment and such! He pulls into his garage and takes the lift to his floor! He fumbles for his entrance card, in his excitement forgetting momentarily, his training! He bursts into his apartment only to be greeted by a totally disconcerting sight!

Whack! Owa...unhhh!
LET'S GET OUT BEFORE THAT THING BLOWS!

DON'T WORRY! I SET THE FUSE FOR 60 SECONDS!

ZEEP!
ZEEP!
ZEEP!
ZEEP!

UNNH!

TO BE CONTINUED IN PART II OF, THE BETELGUESE FACTOR!
Within the valley of Ulteria, beneath the Argus Mountains, lies the ancient city of Exordium: a city of brilliance and wonder, and on this particular night, a city of mystery as well, for an outlander had been called to the chambers of the wizard Tedio. A dark-haired outlander who is about to embark on a quest more dangerous than he can imagine. A mercenary named Zingaro.

A Tale of the Ulterian Age

I have need of a mercenary. The task is not an easy one, but you will be paid well.

Story
J. Alan Tyler

Art
Brent Anderson
SUCH IS THE WAY OF WIZARDS.

THOSE INTERESTED IN ME THUS FAR HAVE BEEN LESBIANS, WHORES, AND THOSE OF THE DECREPIT SCRIPTURES.

AM I NOW TO CONFRONT THE WRETCHEDDEST BEING?

YOU ARE IN NEED OF EMPLOYMENT, ERER YOU'D NOT HAVE COME.

"A TWELVE-MONTH AGO, A HUNTING PARTY OF THE EMPEROR VORACI GASTRON ENCOUNTERED A STRANGE PRESENCE UPON A HILLCREST OF THE ARGUS MOUNTAINS."

"FROM WITHIN A BURNING KNOVA STEPPED A TRAVELER. A BEING WHO CLAIMED TO BE OF A FUTURE AGE."

"HIS NAME WAS HADJI VANTARA AND HE SHRIEKED MADNESS. WITHIN HIS GRASP HE CLAIMED WAS THE FINAL CREATION OF MAN. AN ULTIMATE MAGIC; THE OWNER OF WHICH COULD CONTROL THE WORLD AND BEND THE UNIVERSE TO DO HIS BIDDING. HE HELD THE PARTY SPELLBOUND AND, BEFORE THEY COULD MOVE THEY WERE SET UPON BY A HOARD OF HELLISH DEMONS; DEMONS OF THE DARK WIZARD SCYLLA. SCYLLA ABDUCTED VANTARA AND SLEPT HIM OFF TO THE TOWER OF OCULUS WITHIN CORONARCH: THE CITY OF DARKNESS."
IT IS BELIEVED THAT VAN-TARA HAS SINCE PERISHED FROM A STRANGE MALADY, BUT THE CREATION FROM THE FUTURE IS WITHIN THE TOWER STILL.

...GUARDED BY ONE OF SCILLA'S DEMONS!

AND YOU'RE SENDING ME TO GET IT BACK. I HAVE HEARD LEGENDS OF YOUR "CORNARACH," BUT THESE ARE A FOOL'S FANTASYS.

IT EXISTS, ZINGARO, ABOVE THE ARGUS MOUNTAINS, BEYOND A DARK AND DEADLY TRAIL.

FEAR NOT, OUTLANDER! YOU'LL NOT FARE THE JOURNEY ALONE!

DID YOU THINK GAS-TRON WOULD SEND A FOREIGNER ON A MISSION WITHOUT ASSURANCE OF HIS RETURN?

I AM SKULLK: I AM TO ACCOMPANY YOU.

I REQUIRE A GUIDE, TEDIO...

PORTICO LOST HIS TONGUE AT THE HANDS OF ONE FROM CORONARCH. HE SHALL TAKE YOU AS FAR AS THE CITY'S GATES BUT NO FURTHER. I VALUE HIS SERVICE.

AND I VALUE MY TIME; IT IS NOT TO BE WASTED. HAVE YOUR MANSERVANT PREPARE US HORSES AND SUPPLIES. WE LEAVE AT DAWN.

AND WHAT BREED OF SAVAGE ARE YOU TO COMMAND THIS MISSION?!!

AN EQUESTRIAN! AND "SAVAGE" ENOUGH TO SPLIT YOUR SKULL IF YOU CROSS ME!!

THERE IS MUCH TO BE READIED THIS NIGHT. YOU'D BEST KEEP MY PACE OR I'LL LEAVE YOU BEHIND!
SO, THE PROUD ULTERIAN TAKES HIS LEAVE, EH? TELL ME MORE, WIZARD.

YOU'VE TOLD ME WHERE THIS MAGIC THING LIES, BUT WHAT OF IT'S SIZE AND SHAPE?

I CAN TELL YOU NO MORE THAN THAT IT IS OF AN ULTIMATE KNOWLEDGE BROUGHT BACK FROM THE FUTURE...

BUT ONE OF A POWERFUL MIND MAY KNOW THE FUTURE. THE POWER OF KNOWLEDGE...

THE POWER OF KNOWLEDGE??! THE BLASPHEMY OF MAGIC!! A LEARNED WIZARD HAS NO POWER 'ERE YOU'D NOT HAVE ASKED THE SERVICE OF A GO-LIATH THIS EVE'. THE FORCES OF MAGIC AND TRUE POWER SHALL NEVER JOIN!

MINE IS TRUE STRENGTH AND I NEED SERVE NO ONE BUT MYSELF!

WHEN VANTARA'S TOY IS IN MY CLUTCHES, I SHALL SELL IT TO THE EMPIRE OF THE HIGHEST PRICE! AND NO MERE WIZARD SHALL STAND IN MY WAY!!!

DIE, WIZARD!

WITHIN A BREATHE SLEEP, ZINGARO WAS HIMSELF AGAIN. HE SAW NO REASON FOR KILLING TEDIO... HE HAD FELT NO HATRED FOR THE MAN HIMSELF... BUT ZINGARO WAS A MAN OF PRINCIPLES, AND TEDIO WAS, AFTER ALL, ONLY A WIZARD...
IT HAD BEEN A LONG RIDE FOR THE THREE SOME. SCAVENGERS TRACKING THE SAME CARCASS MAKE BAD TRAVEL PARTNERS AND ZINGARO'S PATIENCE HAD INDEED BEEN STRETCHED.

LO, SO THAT'S YOUR DRED CITY OF CORONARCH, EH?

LOOKS PRETTY DEAD TO ME!

MANY HAVE PERISH WITHIN IT'S WALLS, BARBARIAN JUST AS WE WELL MIGHT!

BAH!

YOU MAY RETURN TO YOUR MASTER, PORTECO. WE REQUIRE YOUR SERVICE NO LONGER.

PORTECO WATCHES MOURNFULLY AS THE TWO RIDE THROUGH THE CITY'S GATES AND HE WISHES THAT HE HAD A TONGUE TO SPEAK.

FOR IF HE BUT COULD, HE WOULD REMIND ZINGARO OF WHAT TEDIO HAD SAID EARLIER...

...FOR THE CITY OF CORONARCH DOES INDEED LIE 'ABOVE THE ARGUS MOUNTAINS',

THE TOWER OF OCULUS, NO PORTALS....

...NO ENTRANCE SAVE ONE IN FRONT - NO DOUBT FURNISHED WITH A GUARD OF SOME SORT.

DEMON'S IN A DEAD CITY, THESE COURTYARDS ARE NO DOUBT GUARDED BY MAGGOTS!

YOU MAY SHIVER WHERE YOU STAND, WOMAN....

-I SHALL CLimb.
The chambers on the top of the tower were dark and plush.
Zingaro's heart quickened - he felt a presence in the room.
She was unnaturally attractive. Something about her captivated his senses and thoughts of his mission fled his captured brain.

Then she stepped from the shadows.
I AM CALLED AZRAEL.

AS ZINGARO DREW CLOSE, HE SENSED THE STRANGENESS OF THE GIRL. HIS CLOUDED MIND RECALLED THAT A DEMON LURKED ATOP THE TOWER, AND IN A PUZZLED MOMENT HE SENSED THE TRAP.

ZINGARO HAD PREPARED HIMSELF FOR ALL FORMS OF HORROR, BUT THAT WHICH HIS EYES BEHELD STILL FILLED HIM WITH TERROR. HE HAD NEVER BEFORE SEEN A SIREN!
Suddenly a scream from an inner chamber broke his trance.

AIEEEOOOOOO!

Skullk ~ so it's you. But how...

A tunnel...from below...

But hurry...I fear we have been discovered.

Skullk's message was cut short as his body was split assunder by a rampaging fire bolt!

Zingaro's eyes lift from Skullk's shattered corpse....

Within his ancient hand Scylla grasps the still-glowing weapon; a creation of the future—an ultimate magic—Zingaro knows it to be his death. This is the last thing his dazzled brain perceives....

Epilogue: Man; the complex being, within the mind that's destined to bridge the voids of time and space, lies animal instincts. Instincts necessary for survival on earth. Among these is the basic instinct to have and protect territory. When man has finally limited himself to a simplified existence on an over-populated world, or to life in the cramped living quarters of outer-space, he must cross that final bridge in his journey towards perfection. He must cease to act instinctively or destroy himself like the human animal that he is.
Savrina

BREW BARKEEP!

I HAVE HEARD OF A WIZARD AND AN ORB WITH EXTRAORDINARY POWERS. DO YOU KNOW OF THIS?

I KNOW NOTHING OF ANY WIZARD, BUT HOLD

---

THE ONE IN THE CORNER KNOWS THIS AREA AND ALL WHO LIVE HERE, ASK HIM!
YOU, DO YOU KNOW OF A WIZARD AND A STONE OF MIRACULOUS POWERS?

OXE CANNOT ANSWER YOUR QUESTION, HE IS DUMB!

HA HA HA

SAVRINA LOOKS AT HIM FEELING COMPASSION AND A KINSHIP SHE CANNOT EXPLAIN.

YOU THERE, WOMAN! YOU ASK MANY QUESTIONS, WE SHALL TAKE YOU TO A PLACE OF ANSWERS!

LIKE HELL!
COLLECTORS BUTTONS

TARZAN ONE by Hal Foster depicts Edgar Rice Burroughs' famous character on a full color, three inch pinback button of top quality. It is the first in a series featuring Tarzan artists. The art on this button comes from an early 1930s Sunday page before artist Foster moved on to gain fame as the creator of Prince Valiant. $1.25

The TARZAN SPECIAL is a large six inch button by Burne Hogarth. It is also full color. The back folds out to allow the button to stand on a bookshelf or desk top. It can be hung on the wall as a plaque. This is dynamic Tarzan action at its best by a master. For the size involved, this button is your best buy. $2.95

TARZAN TWO is a match in size and color to the first button. It features art by Frank Frazetta and is limited in number. Our supply is dwindling and the button will not be reprinted. $1.25

DEALERS: Liberal discounts may be had on quantity purchases of any or all buttons. Write for rate scale if interested.

ALLEY OOP, one of the longest running of the adventure strips, is by creator V. T. Hamlin on a three and one-half inch button. Oop, the cave man time traveler, is one of the greatest! $1.50

FLASH GORDON and Ming the Merciless as drawn by Alex Raymond. This button is three inches in diameter and printed in full color. Flash is an all time comic favorite. $1.50

NEW

CONAN, the blood and thunder character from the pulps by Robert E. Howard, is featured on this full color button in a three inch size. This button was produced from art done especially for this project with color by the artist, Clyde Caldwell. $2.00

Collector's Buttons
Box 728, La Crosse, Kansas 67548
**THE TWO FUGITIVES HIDE IN THE CAMP OF OXE'S MOTHER.** The gnarled old gypsy tells Savrina of the castle and of the atrocities performed by its ruler and his henchmen!

**THEY MUST BREAK IN!**

**AND THEY DO!**

**WELCOME!**
Thrown into the dungeon by the evil Krogas, they are greeted by the wizard Tolann!

One at a time, the pretty one! First, you inquired of the orb, if you answer my questions you shall see it!

O Great Tolann, I know you have great power over women, I myself feel weak!

Come my dear, we shall see the orbs' power together!
IS IT THIS THAT YOU WISH?

YES, BUT WHY THE BOX?

NO LIGHT MUST HIT THE ORB!

IS THIS WHY THE ROOM IS DARK AND CURTAIN?

YES!

THERE!

NO!

AAAAA!
A THOUSAND DORKMAS FOR THE RETURN OF THE ORB AND THE DEATH OF SAVRINA AND THAT OAF OXE!
This is the future, our future! A future of barren deserts and empty canyons. A future of eroded rocks and devastating radiation storms. Yes, this is man's world now sterile because of his ignorance. For centuries man had polluted his skies, land and water ways. And for centuries war had laid waste to his world climaxing with the threat of the third great war which was narrowly averted with the signing of the great "peace pact".

Then the yams came. Yams—interstellar invaders bent on colonizing man's world. Man's technology was helpless before these superior beings and soon the yams conquered. Now only small bands of men carry on the war that ended years ago on battlefields once occupied by huge armies.

In the desert that was once the state of Nevada, a radiation storm brews then eventually subsides. In its grim aftermath, a lone figure trudges wearily through the dust oblivious to all save the parchness of his throat and the emptiness of his belly.

The man climbed to the summit of a hill and surveyed the desolation that was once Las Vegas. As is usual after a radiation storm, the air is hot and dry and only increased his thirst.
HE SCANNED THE AREA FOR SIGNS OF A WATER HOLE WHEN FROM THE DISTANCE CAME A SOUND FOREIGN TO THIS DESOLATE ENVIRONMENT: THE ROAR OF AN ENGINE!

"PEBBLE-RIDER!" THE WORD HISSED IN HIS MIND LIKE A CURSE AS THE YAM MOUNTED ON THE STRANGE VEHICLE ROARED ON TOWARDS THE MAN...

THREE STEEL PROJECTILES ENTERED THEN EXITED THE ALIEN'S BODY FORCING "HIM" OFF THE STRANGE VEHICLE TO LAND IN A CRUMPIED HEAP ON THE SUN-CRACKED GROUND...

THE RIDERLESS VEHICLE BOUNCED THREE TIMES THEN CRASHED ON THE SIDE OF THE HILL FROM WHICH THE SNIPER HAD SHOT EXPLODING IN A FIREBALL OF FLAMING SHRAPNEL AND SMOKE.

THE MAN SCRAMbled DOWN THE SIDE OF THE HILL TO WHERE THE BODY OF THE YAM LAID. HE STOOD EYEING THE CORPSE FOR A FEW MINUTES THEN LEFT THINKING THERE WAS NOTHING WORTH LOOTING.

THE SUN HAD BEGUN TO SET WHEN THE MAN CAME UPON A YAM CAMP SITE. "YAM BALL AND PEBBLE-RIDERS—FOUR AT LEAST," HE THOUGHT. "HE HAD NOT EATEN ALL THAT DAY AND HERE WAS AN OPPORTUNITY FOR FOOD."
HE UNSTRAPPED HIS RIFLE AND TOOK CAREFUL AIM AT ONE OF THE TWO YAMS OUTSIDE THE SHELTER. "DEAD MEAT!" HE THOUGHT TO HIMSELF.

HE SQUEEZED THE TRIGGER AND THE YAM CRUMPLED BACKWARDS.

FROM THE "SITE TENT" RUSHED TWO MORE YAMS ONLY TO HAVE ANOTHER VICTIM FALL BEFORE THE MAN'S UNERRING AIM.

QUICKLY WE ARE ATTACKED.

AT THE FIRST SOUND OF RETURN GUNFIRE THE MAN CIRCLED AROUND...

TO A POSITION BEHIND THE YAMS!
The man carefully entered the Yam "sit tent" rifle at ready. Prepared for almost anything.

But not for what he found!

On the far side of the tent huddled a Yam female and in her arms, a child of its kind.

No please, not to hurt!

To the man the Yam's words were undecipherable gibberish. But the scene laid out before him brought forth a wave of pain and unwanted memory.

A memory of days almost forgotten, of days before the 'great death'. Happy memories!

"And does Mommy love Johnny?"
"Yes, dear, very, very much. With all my heart."
"Johnny love you too Mommy."

"Is it nice to be loved, Mommy?"
"Of course, darling. It's sad not to be loved, Johnny. You need someone... always."

JJ-Johnny! Name... Johnny! I-I-love... love Johnny! Please love me!

Not understand! Please to go away! Not to child harm! Leave alone!
THE YAM'S RESPONSE WAS HARSH, GLITTERAL AND TOTALLY UNINTELIGIBLE.

PLEASE LOV... LO... NO. NO. NO!
YOU'RE A... YAM

YAM

Y-Y-YAM
NO.

NO DEAR GOD
NO DREAM BARM.

THEN FRAMED IN THE
DOORWAY BEHIND THE
MAN STOOD A CHILD
TWENTY-ONE YEARS
AGO. A CHILD WHO
STOOD IN STUNNED
DISBELIEF WHEN HE
CAME UPON THE
RAPED AND BEATEN
BODY OF HIS MOTHER
KILLED BY A BEING
FAR DIFFERENT FROM
HIMSELF. A CHILD
WHOSE NAME WAS
JOHNNY.

THE MAN CRIED LONG
INTO THE NIGHT.

THIS IS THE FUTURE, OUR FUTURE. A FUTURE OF BARREN SOULS AND EMPTY HEARTS,
A FUTURE OF GREAT PAIN AND EVEN GREATER HOPE. YES, THIS IS MAN'S WORLD...

ART/STORY by S. K.cakes
Now it happened that during the last twelve and one-half minutes of the reign of King Englebert the Overeager, the wizard ThomTwoggle began again one of his two favorite projects. It is true, of course, and has been amply documented by later historians, that the wizard ThomTwoggle, during his entire lifetime, had only two projects. But this is superfluity at best.

One of these was the ever-popular quest for a sure method of transmogrifying leap into gold, to which end he had had no success—tho' he was notoriously successful at turning gold into leap!

The second, even less successful, was his plan to imbue vegetables with intelligence...
WHAT IS OF SIGNIFICANCE, HOWEVER - OF MOST VITAL SIGNIFICANCE IN FACT, IS THAT ON THIS PARTICULAR OCCASION THOMTWOGGLE HAD SELECTED AS THE SUBJECT OF HIS EXPERIMENT AN ESPECIALLY LARGE AND DECIDEDLY OVER-RIPE ONION...

NOW, UNFORTUNATELY FOR THOMTWOGGLE - WHO, FORTUNATELY FOR YOUR AUTHOR, OF THIS CHRONICLE, WOULD END HERE - THE WIZARD WAS IN THE HABIT OF CELEBRATING HIS SUCCESSES RATHER IN ADVANCE OF ATTAINING THEM...

SO IT WAS THAT, IN A STATE KNOWN (FOR THE PROTECTION OF OUR READERS OF MORE TENDER YEARS) AS "THREE SHEETS TO THE WIND", AND BEING, AS IT WERE, THE RECEPTEACLE OF A FEW TOO MANY TANKARDS OF FAERIE ALE, THOMTWOGGLE ENTERED HIS LABORATORY...

AND UTTERED THE MAGIC WORD..."QWORPH!"
You got all that? No questions? None? No?

Aight, you get ten demerits and go to the bottom of the class. Because, as any wizard, warlock, alchemist or otherwise worthy of the name should have noticed, Thimblegigles' drunken state caused him to mix and transpose two unrelated affix words: Quizz - which is, of course, the word he should have used...

...and Metaworph - which is, as I am sure I need not remind you, the word to open the barriers between our own and other, neighboring dimensions...

So...

And...

Hm! Nothing out of song or out of fable, only some strange vegetable

Poorness, dwacious me! What in 'the worlds can this pthing be?!

You finished with 'you're faintin', now? OK! You're pretty free wit the labels fer a guy what's wearin' pink tights, anyway.

Who are ya?

On, geez! A poetry major no less! Awright useless, tell ya what I'm gonna letcha do!

My name is Lucius, podd my lord, and I am from the lamps of Ord!

Oh! Not so hasty little one!
Huh?

THOU ART NEW HERE, SMALL ONE, SO CANNOT BE EXCUSED THY IGNORANCE THIS ONCE!

NONE MAY ENTER OR LEAVE THIS LAND OF CENTAURS WITHOUT DOING SERVICE TO THE QUEEN.

THOU ART ONCE AGAIN IN ERROR, SMALL ONE. 'TIS AGREAT HONOR TO SERVE THE QUEEN!

THOU ART NOT BEING OFFERED A CHOICE!

THOSE WORDS HE SPEAKS ARE PERFECT TRUE. 'TIS JUST SUCH SERVICE I MUST DO.

YA KNOW SUMPTIN USELESS. QUEEN A SECOND TA WORK ON IT I COULD GET GOOD AN' SICK OF YA, PAL!

OK, TRIGGER I'LL PLAY YOUR LIL GAME. SUPPOSE I DON'T WANNA SERVE HER?

NOW, BE YOU STILL, FOR YONDER IS THE QUEEN!
GREETINGS, MY LORD GHANN!
WHAT, PRAY, BE THIS PECULIAR BEAST?

I KNOW NOT.
M'LUDE, I FOUND IT CONVERSING WITH THE RINHSTER BEHIND YONDER HILLOCK!

OKAY, GET LOST, HOS! I CAN HANDLE TH' INTRO'S FROM HERE!

HIYA, TOOTS! I UNDERSTAND YER LOOKING TA GET SERVED!

YA GOT ANY 'ICKAR SERVICE IN MIND, OR CAN I PICK MY OWN?
Of course you realize this means an angry letter to the Times!

Methinks the kitchens for this one, my lord Quinn! If he be as fresh as his manner, 'tis there he will serve me best!

Now, jus' a second Queenie! I don't mind playin' this service to the Queen' gig—b-but I ain't no scullion!

I didn't think you were, small-but-loud one. I was thinking more in terms of a salad!

...an' that's how I got into this revoltin' situation, sweets! 'Tis a sad, sad story, as sure, little one! But what am I to do? I, too, need must do my service to the Queen so that I may someday return to my homeland!

Aw, c'mon, kid! That shouldn't be too tough. I figger out — not fer someone as big-hearted as you obv'ouslg are!
Here is the salad you ordered, Majesty. I hope it is to your liking...

AND PRAY YOU WILL NOT NOTICE IT IS ONE ONION SHORT!

Alright! So far, so good? But we ain't outta th' woods yet! If we're gonna pull off dis escape we'll need supplies, weapons, maps o' de area...

...BED?

Of course, small one! But in the morning! It is late, and we should get to bed!

OH, SURE! I'm tryin' ta save our necks an' all you can think of is...

Okay, now, here's the plan...
TRUST ME, DOLL. JUST TRUST ME!

I'FAITH, I DO! BUT AT LEAST SINCE WE ARE NOW ... BETTER ACQUAINTED, MIGHT I NOT KNOW THY NAME?

FORGIVE ME MY IGNORANCE, MY LITTLE ONE, BUT BY FAITH I DO NOT SEE HOW ALL YOU HAVE BEEN DOING SINCE WE CAME ABED WILL AID OUR ESCAPE! MUCH MORE AND SURE COME MORNING WE'LL BOTH BE TOO EXHAUSTED!

MY NAME? ER-AH... SURE! THAT'S EASY! IT'S ... COOKH!

AND SO IT WAS THAT OUR HERO, THE ANIMATED ONION, KNOWN AS "QUORSCH", DISCOVERED HE CANNOT TELL HIS OWN NAME WITHOUT CONJURING THE SAME MAGIC WHICH BIRTHED HIM - AND THEREBY LAUNCHING HIMSELF ON ANOTHER JOURNEY TO WE KNOW NOT WHERE! ONE THING OF WHICH WE CAN BE SURE, HOWEVER, IS THAT WITH HIS READY WIT, HIS NATIVE CHARM, AND HIS GENERALLY UNDERWHELMING PERSONALITY, HE WILL SURELY MAKE ENEMIES WHEREVER HE GOES!
NEXT:

JACK KNIFE fights the forces of Supernatural Evil in "THE IBIS MURDERS"

DANTE, Part II of THE BETELGUESE FACTOR: Dante discovers the reason for the invasion of Betelgeuse III is the Knowledge Spheres of ANDOR, one of the greatest treasures of the Galaxy, each one of a kind and irreplaceable.

GIDEON'S REVENGE Chapter III: Will our hero survive his ordeal in space? Is this the end of GIDEON? Tune in NEXT Issue and find out.

ALL THIS, AND MUCH, MUCH MORE IN CHRONICLE #6!